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New EAA Board and Standing Committees

પ֖ࣆࠜܡԇʝԓԇᆾᇒ؊ѽϭ৶Ȃ
ԇงӤĳıĲıՐĲĲѡĳıĲĳՐĲıѡѤȂऎงی
ՐȄ
ѹਯȈġ ൘༳ЃЀĭġŃŃŔĭġŋőġ

T

he Chief Executive of the Hong Kong Special
Administrative Region appointed/reappointed the
following individuals to the EAA for a period of two years
from November 2010 to October 2012:

ѹਯȈġౖӖೇԐӠĭġŃŃŔĭġŋőġ

Chairman:

Ms Vivien Chan, BBS, JP
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Vice-Chairman: Mr William Leung Wing-cheung, BBS, JP
Ordinary Members:
Mr Chan Chiu-kwok
Ms Cynthia Chung Wing-suet
Ms Katherine Hung Siu-lin
Mr Anthony Kwok Chong
Mr Kevin Lam Sze-cay
Mr Lau Chun-kong
Ms Serena Lau Sze-wan
Miss Connie Lau Yin-hing
Mr Lee King-leong
Dr the Hon Joseph Lee Kok-long, SBS, JP
Mr Kenneth Leung Kai-cheong
Mr Liu Che-ning
Ms Elaine Liu Yuk-ling
Mr Alexander Lui Yiu-wah
Mr Ma Ho-fai, SBS, JP
Mr Ng King-wah
Miss Melissa Wu
Permanent Secretary for Transport and Housing
(Housing) or his representative

ᆾᇒ؊നਜᡌࠓྲԇ৶ȂڭԨᛓԇ৶७ᘁྍȄȁȁ
The EAA Board and Administration welcome new board members and say farewell to retiring members.
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ӤĳıĲıՐĲĲѡĲџȂᆾᇒ؊ؼೡᘑϭߞ௱ന
৶ྻȂѽـգੜԳኹ֖ഢᇒԳಯ҃ನߞᚚയȄ
௱ന৶ྻ၃ؼೡࢢȂനӲϞ๕৶ྻ۶ே
фւႏ৶ྻȄႍیৎྲӲߞ৶ྻۤ҃գ
ߞ๕фே৶ྻфւႏЈೡȂж־ನሃ๕
գᝯߞܢڰȂѽфே۶ւႏգᝯߞܢڰȄ
ถྱۏষُོޟՓڷᙛ
๕৶ྻ୵Ϟನز੮ྲ๕ф᠈๕ߞܢڰȂ
ϵྻබ๕ӦϠфࢺ๕Ϡ࣏ታգ๕ݕា᠈
ࢺգ๕ߞᏋညϠᓴ֯ҍ໗ܠȄ
ϘଠփڏȂႍ৶ྻನϭԕߞৎ੯Ȉ
ġ ӏᖔႋ୵ಯৎ੯

The EAA reorganised its Standing Committees from
1 November 2010 in order to discharge its functions more
effectively and efficiently. As a result of the reorganisation,
a new Licensing Committee (LC) and a new Practice and
Examination Committee (PEC) were formed. The two new
committees replaced the former Licensing and Practice
Committee and Examination Panel to oversee licensing
related matters, and practice and examination related
matters, respectively.
Roles and functions of the Licensing Committee (LC)
In addition to granting and renewing licences, the LC
focuses on determining whether a licence applicant or
current licensee is a fit and proper person to hold or, where
appropriate, continue to hold a licence.

ġ Ȯಯ౧ڼȯߞށৎϠՉవৎ੯
Ă

Generally, the types of cases that are handled by the LC
include the following:

ġ ઘфԖڰ။֖ߞৎ੯

ġ Cases of undischarged bankruptcy;

ġ ӏգᓲՇࠢҐݺ๕ϯ౧Ԇߞৎ੯

ġ Cases of Individual Voluntary Arrangements provided by
the Bankruptcy Ordinance;

ġ ӏգᓲՇੲᑂȮԳಯ҃ನ౧ڼȯȞȮ౧ڼȯȟ
փወ՜ࣉݕҐߞԇ֣ӡȃ՜ݕᇳภߞৎ੯
ऎϞನգᝯߞৎ੯Ȃႍ৶ྻੲᑂȮ౧ڼȯ
ĳĸ౧֖ڹᡋϧȂ࣏ٙܠቮঋዶԣᏚ๕ݕ
ᅣᏚ๕Ȅॶႍ৶ྻ෩ҍዶԣᏚݕᅣᏚࣙ
๕ߞ࢙៉Ȃᆾᇒ؊ྻ഼ߢգᝯߞࢺ๕ϠȂѽᢰ
ҁգ൘গߞᑟྻȄ৶ྻԴ֯ҍ໗ٙНࡈȂྻւ
ዋࢺ๕Ϡߞ൘গȄ
๕৶ྻϵയز๕Ȅॶࢺ๕ϠԴ๕
ܨᆕࡈϘৎѡϬৎѡ෩ҍ᠈๕ӦȂ֭ݺ๕
ܨᆕࡈգᝯӦЪӏ؆زȂ৶ྻҞੲᑂ
Ȯ౧ڼȯĳĴ౧Ԩҁزҍᗜ๕Ȃփᗜ๕
ߞգੜงϘଠऎбৎѡȄ
ஈཾЅՃၐۏষُོޟՓڷᙛ
ேфւႏ৶ྻߞѹঋЍ֯ȂҒࣁᕭԳಯ҃
ನधߞேȂѽфබԳಯ҃ನЍ֯ԧўবۘ
ࣆຉ۶ࢽєȄႍ৶ྻϵྻನࡈւႏЈೡߞЍ
֯Ȃയᆾရ۶ᕭգᝯႤւႏߞ֖ࣆܢڰȄ

ġ Cases of criminal conviction;
ġ Cases of non-compliance with conditions attached to a
licence; and
ġ Cases of failing to pay a fee, charge or penalty charged
or imposed under the Estate Agents Ordinance (EAO).
To this end, the EAA has delegated to the LC the powers
under Section 27 of the EAO to suspend or revoke a
licence. If the LC proposes to revoke or suspend a licence,
the licensee concerned will be notified of the proposal and
given an opportunity to make representations. The LC will
consider the licensee’s representations, if any, in deciding
whether the licence should be suspended or revoked.
The LC is also responsible for considering licence
applications brought before it. Pursuant to Section 23
of the EAO, a provisional licence shall be issued to a
licensee who makes a renewal application within one
to three months prior to the expiration of a licence but
the application is still being considered after the licence
has expired. The validity period of a provisional licence is
usually six months.
Roles and functions of the Practice and Examination
Committee (PEC)
The PEC focuses on reviewing the practices of the trade,
and formulating policies and guidelines on various aspects
of estate agency work. It also assumes the work of the
former Examination Panel, overseeing and reviewing
various issues relating to the administration of the
qualifying examinations.
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